Nail to Nail to Nail.
The archive as a perfect standard.

Pep Vidal
ere is some sample text to show the interaction between systems. The author
completed a two-week residency in the Archive of the Fundació Antoni Tàpies
researching the documentation related to three exhibitions. This article is
the result of the authors experience and is focused on the concepts of semi-open
and semi-closed systems and the connections between the Classification scheme of
the Archive of the FAT and other systems. The article is structured following three
different intersecting concepts and research interests: General notions of systems,
interaction between systems of the AFAT and the notion of the standard, and the
relation between information and time. Sections and subsections of the article
follow the standard Classification scheme of the FAT.

H

1 CULTURAL MANAGEMENT

libero tempore, cum soluta nobis est eligendi optio
cumque nihil impedit quo minus id quod maxime
placeat facere possimus, omnis voluptas assumenda
est, omnis dolor repellendus. Temporibus autem
quibusdam et aut officiis debitis aut rerum necessitatibus saepe eveniet ut et voluptates repudiandae
sint et molestiae non recusandae. Itaque earum rerum hic tenetur a sapiente delectus, ut aut reiciendis
voluptatibus maiores alias consequatur aut perferendis doloribus asperiores repellat1 .

(see also section 1.1.2)
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing
elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip
ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in
reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore
eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat
cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia
deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
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1

At vero eos et accusamus et iusto odio dignissimos
ducimus qui blanditiis praesentium voluptatum deleniti atque corrupti quos dolores et quas molestias
excepturi sint occaecati cupiditate non provident,
similique sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollitia
animi, id est laborum et dolorum fuga. Et harum
quidem rerum facilis est et expedita distinctio. Nam

1

A translator is likely needed to understand this text. It is
written in Latin an example of a system that was formerly
very open, but not now and randomly included in this document. Graphic designers are widely using Latin because
its only the text, without meaning, that allows them to
see how a design is working. In this case, it is a part of
a LATEX template and it is not necessary to understand
the previous content. It is only included to emphasize that
a some kind guideline or translator is always needed to
facilitate communication between systems (see also section
1.1.2).

1.1 Creation of exhibitions and cultural
projects

1.1.1 Management of exhibitions and cultural
projects

Residency agreement at the Fundació Antoni Tàpies2 Infinitesimal changes are very small changes that
happen everywhere at all times and are impossible
The Archive department of the Fundació Antoni to see3 . They are the basis of the creation of systems4 .
Tàpies, represented by Núria Solé Bardalet, wel- For example, two people talking, three dolphins in
comingly accepts the artistic project of Pep Vidal the water, two people talking and three dolphins in
González, DNI 46826244S, residing in Carrer Mon- the water. A book on the shelf that suddenly falls
turiol, 27, 9-1, Rubı́, and authorizes the artist to down (not before, not after), etc.
carry out a residency in the archive from 20 July
to 2 August, 8:00 am to 19:00 pm, Monday to Sunday.
During this period, the artist will be granted full
access to the archive as a regular archivist and will
therefore respect the rules and regulations of the
AFAT as outlined in this document. The artist will
be alone in the archive for the majority of residency
and therefore shall comply with all rules of the AFAT.
More specifically, the artist agrees to respect the
confidentiality of the available documents in the
Archive of the Fundació Antoni Tàpies and declares,
under his own responsibility, to respect the Intellectual Property Law of the documents subjected to
reproduction. All of the research will be carried out
exclusively for academic and educational purposes.
If at any time the artist wishes to use the selected or
consulted documentation for any other purpose, he Figure 1: Visualization of infinitesimal changes in a
closed system. In this case, variations in the
must request prior authorization from the Archive
measurement of the same part of a mirror with
of the Fundació Antoni Tàpies.
micro-variations of temperature and humidity.

During the residency, the artist may receive visInfinitesimal changes are the basis of the connecitors at the Fundació but they will not be allowed
tions
between systems (see also section 1.1). This
access to the AFAT under any circumstances. The
type
of
communication could happen many years or
artist will receive visitors in the adjacent Combined
even centuries later. For instance, and this is incredArts room.
ible, new species are still being discovered. There
In witness whereof, the parties have executed this are live systems that no one has ever seen before. It
is possible, as well, that this type of communication
agreement in Barcelona, 20 July 2015
has never been done before. For instance, and this is
even more incredible, every day many species disappear before their existence has even been detected.
It is very sad and terrible at the same time.
Núria Solé Bardalet
Archive of the Fundació Antoni Tàpies
Generally speaking, complexity in systems is related to the diversity and degree of knowledge of the
Pep Vidal González
elements —also known as subsystems— that conform
DNI 6826244S
to the system.
3

2

Originally written in Catalan.

The verb see is used but it may be more accurate to use the
verbs feel or perceive.
4
System is understood as a space where things can happen
(very rough definition).
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The communication between systems and the complexity of them is widely used across different fields
of study. For instance in Mathematics, complexity of
a problem (P, NP,...), complexity of a system, graph
theory for G = (V, E), Kolmogorov complexity, fractals, and a long list of other concepts. Connections
and relations of systems are always needed. For instance, in figure 3, 75% of the pass code of the mobile
phone is given. What is the probability that in less
than one hour, one person can unlock the mobile
phone? And in two hours? This is an open question
and remains unsolved in this paper to show that the
actual complexity and the complexity of the systems
is related to patterns and especially to rules that
connect dots and/or systems. In this case, as in the
graph theory in the schedule for Xavier Le Roy’s
Retrospective exhibition (see figure 4), dots have the
same role in the system and connecting dots or elements of the same type is easier than connecting
elements of a different type.

Lena is a standard image and for the reader, the
content of the image itself has no significance. The
real significance lies in what is happening to a wellknown image as a result of different algorithms or
image processes. In this case, the origin of this image
is very different than Latin.
Lena Söderberg (born 31 March 1951 in Sweden)
appeared as a Playmate in the November 1972 issue
of Playboy magazine. Some geeky engineer or scientist probably had this magazine in his own office
and scanned the image. He included the scanned
image in a research paper and this paper has become
a worldwide reference. Consequently, Lena is widely
used. Note that if the scientist had published the
full image of Lena7 in the article, it probably would
not have been accepted and Lena would not have become a standard for the system of Optics and image
processing research papers.

The degree of complexity is higher if the elements
of the system are different. For example, the problem
of the sheep, the wolf and the box of cabbage5 . There
is no sense (or difficulty) if the three elements are
cabbage, or wolves, or sheep. This is because there
is no interaction between elements of the system. Figure 2: Lena with different image processing. Lena has
been converted into a standard image in some
Another example is the Tangram problem. If all the
fields such as image processing or numerical
elements of the Tangram are squares, or triangles, or
algorithms.
any other repeated element, making a simple joined
structure (system) is quite easy.
In the cases of Latin and Lena, the notion of standard is very important. A standard can be accepted
Standard + Specific Subdivision
as a basis of comparison, an approved model, by an
authority or by general consent; a standard can also
In the field of Optics and especially in image pro- be understood as an object that is regarded as the
cessing, the image of Lena (see figure 2) is typically usual or most common size or form of its kind. Latin
used in the same way Latin is used by graphic de- and Lena, for different reasons, are now considered
signers. In figure 2, four images of Lena are shown. standards in their respective fields. There are countIn this case, each image applies a different numeri- less standards.
cal algorithm that processes the image and creates
visibly different results6 .
Another close example is LATEX which is widely
used as a standard word processor and document
markup language in the publication of scientific documents in many fields, especially in Mathematics.
5
Help the man in the boat move the wolf, the sheep and One can very easily recognize if a document uses
the box of cabbage to the other side of the lake in this A
L TEX or not8 .
challenging and addicting puzzle game. You can only bring
one of these with you at a time. It is very important to
note that the unguarded wolf will eat the sheep and the
unguarded sheep will eat the cabbage when the man isnt
around. Can you solve this tricky puzzle? Good luck!
6
Chuang C, Lin G; Optical image cryptosystem based on
adaptive steganography. Opt. Eng. 0001;47(4):047002047002-9.

Nowadays, as in the Lena and Latin cases, LATEX
has been converted into a standard word processor.
7
8

Originally nude.
This document has been written using a LATEX template.
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U01 + E01. Schedule of activities
The notion of standard can be seen in exhibitions
as well. A standard exhibition. A non-standard exhibition, as in the Retrospective 9 of Xavier Le Roy
in the Fundació Antoni Tàpies (2012). In this exhibition, for example, a schedule has become the most
important part of the creation of the exhibition and
all documents in the AFAT actually rotate around
a schedule. Figure 4 shows the schedule of the performers during the exhibition. A list of performers
for each day. This apparently easy exercise is the
basis of the structure of the exhibition. Schedules are
very important, not only for this exhibition, because
they put all the related elements (systems) together
in a common document or system. In this case each
performer has the same role. In other words, for Retrospective there is no stratification or specialization
between performers. Obviously they are different,
but the role of Carme is the same as the role of
Idure. It is more difficult if their roles (or systems)
are different.
It is probably known that Tangram is a game created in China during the Song dynasty, between 960
and 1279. The objective of the game is to form
a specific shape (usually a square) using all seven
pieces, without overlapping. Usually the shape of the
individual pieces is more irregular or unfamiliar that
the final squared shape. The result is that all the
pieces are arranged together to form a new simple
shape. The relation with figure 4 and the exhibition
of Xavier Le Roy10 is in the sense that a pattern, rule,
grid or standard is needed to turn complex entities
into simpler entities.

U07 + E02. Strategic report11
Creation of exhibitions and cultural projects is a
system itself in constant interaction with other systems —institutions, companies, artists, humans in
general—. As a result, a compact system is needed
to join all different pieces as is done with the Tangram. Then, it is clear that communication between
different systems is needed. Systems are actually
constantly changing. Previous sections have shown
different examples of standards and how they have
9

A choreography of actions.
If anyone would like his email, you can contact me: vidal.p3p@gmail.
11
Strategy as the beginning of the archive.
10

been changing for years. An important main concept is that standards (and systems in general) are
constantly changing. When something is converting
from standard to specific, it means that it is not
working for everything/everyone within the context
and is therefore becoming less useful.

Figure 3: Screenshot of a mobile phone. 75% of the particular passcode of this standard mobile phone
is given.

The Archive of the Fundació Antoni Tàpies (from
here AFAT) was created in 2009 in order to manage
the documentation of the institution in a standardized way and consists of documents generated by the
foundation since opening in 1990. The part of the
public documentation of the Archive refers to the
cultural management of the institution as well as the
preservation and promotion of the artistic heritage
of Antoni Tàpies.
The AFAT is a system12 inside the system of Fundació Antoni Tàpies inside the system of Barcelona
inside other multiples systems. It is a kind of Matryoshka doll (see previous sections). In the other direction, inside the system of the AFAT, there are very
important subsystems, the dossiers of the exhibition.
The cataloging of the historical background is not
yet complete, but there are already 47 dossiers of the
exhibitions and related activities. In addition to the
extensive textual background, a collection of images
and audiovisual material is being included. Since its
inception the Foundation has recorded many of its
activities in different formats: photographs, sound
and audiovisual recordings.
12

Is the archive a system? The answer is very simple and does
not need any demonstration: Yes.
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U07 + E03. Proposals report
In the AFAT there is a very important document called Classification scheme for the documentary holdings of the Fundació Antoni Tàpies. As
the document itself explains, the Fundació Antoni
Tàpies needs to develop a classification scheme, encompassing the entire Fundació, to enable efficient,
cost-effective management of its administrative documents. The scheme is the key element in the Fundació
Antoni Tàpies integral document and archive management system. These operations manage the entire
process of conception, development, implementation
and evaluation of administrative systems, from the
creation or reception of the institutions administrative documents to their destruction or preservation
in the archive.
Each document is assigned a value from the classification scheme that refers us to a general or specific
concept. Some initial divisions can be subdivided
according to (nominal subdivisions), standard subdivisions and specific subdivisions.
13
Figure 4: Schedule of the performers (above) and studio 1.1.2 Self-produced exhibitions
of the exhibition hall (below), for the RetroSpecific subdivision
spective exhibition of Xavier Le Roy.

Here are some classification of systems, depending
on
different parameters. From the general (more
The AFAT is both a semi-closed and a semi-open
system at the same time. Almost each system il- standard) to the particular (more specific):
lustrates these two concepts at the same time, but
• Division, subdivision, subsubdivision.
in the case of the AFAT, it is especially interesting.
The Archive was opened to public consultation in
• Section, subsection, subsubsection.
July 2012. The entire photographic, audio and visual
• Specie, subspecie, subsubspecie.
archive has been digitalized. Its paper digitization is
currently in progress. In this sense, there is clearly
• Family, subfamily, subsubfamily.
an interest in opening the archive to people inter• Elisabets, Elisabets, Elisabets.
ested in the exhibitions or in the management of
cultural projects. It is like opening the back side of
the museum.
The typology of the documentation of the Archive
varies, and so, some kind of rule, standard, or net
that permits classifying all the information is needed
to keep the system as open as possible. As it is
explained in previous section, the complexity of the
system is directly related to the degree of variability
and the degree of knowledge of the elements of the
system. In this case, the only possibility for having a
good knowledge of them is having a good standard for
the classification of the documents and for splitting
Information into I–n–f–o–r–m–a–t–i–o–n.

• Perciformes, Serranidae, Epinephelinae.
One example of this multi-system division is the
Elisabets sandwich. It is a very tasty sandwich which
cost 3.60 euros and is made with a warm omelet and
tuna. It is a very complicated but satisfying mix of
flavors and is a kind of Matryoshka doll, fractal or
iterative division. The Elisabets sandwich is offered
(at least) in a restaurant called Elisabets in Elisabets
street. System inside system inside system. All elements are different —a sandwich, a restaurant, a
street— but they are all known by the same name.
13

I love to create!
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The Elisabets sandwich is not such a useful classification method if the amount of systems is quite
big. For instance, a very important example of an
unrelated multi-system division is the classification
system for flora and fauna. In biology, a species
(abbreviated sp., with the plural form species abbreviated spp.) is one of the basic units of biological
classification and a taxonomic rank.

The most important concept here is that the CSD
document has become the standard of classification
for all the exhibitions of the Fundació Antoni Tàpies
in past years. All variability of materials follows the
scheme of sections and subsections of the CSD, as
this article is now doing. All articles done in the near
future will also be formatted with the same structure: beginning with section CULTURAL MANAGEMENT (section 1) and concluding with subsection
For instance, it is possible to see this stratified clas- E45. Description of conditions (1.1.2). No more, no
sification with the description of groupers. Groupers less.
or gropers are fish of any of a number of genera in the
subfamily Epinephelinae of the family Serranidae, in
the order Perciformes. Not all serranids are called
groupers; the family also includes the sea basses.
The common name grouper is usually given to fish
in one of two large genera: Epinephelus and Mycteroperca. In addition, the species classified in the
small genera Anyperidon, Cromileptes, Dermatolepis,
Gracila, Saloptia, and Triso are also called groupers.
Fish in the genus Plectropomus are referred to as
coralgroupers. These genera are all classified in the
subfamily Epiphelinae. However, some of the hamlets
(genus Alphestes), the hinds (genus Cephalopholis),
the lyretails (genus Variola) and some other small
genera (Gonioplectrus, Niphon, Paranthias) are also
in this subfamily, and occasional species in other
serranid genera have common names involving the
word ”grouper”. Nonetheless, the word ”grouper”
on its own is usually taken as meaning the subfamily
Epinephelinae.
Figure 5: Performing the Museum scheme. The upper

E01. Organization of the Exhibition
As it is shown in previous section 1.1.2, organization is very important for any kind of system. In the
case of the AFAT, the Classification scheme for the
documentary holdings of the Fundació Antoni Tàpies
(CSD from here) is the document used to organize
all the information from the exhibitions. All the exhibitions are classified within the parameters of the
CSD. Each exhibition has its own dossier and each
dossier is organized into different sections, subsections and subsubsections. Actually, each exhibition is
organized within the same parameters of this article.
More accurately, this article follows the structure
of the CSD. The first section of each exhibition is
the subsystem CULTURAL MANAGEMENT, as in
section 1 of the article. And so on.

dot represents myself and the lines around me
represent the exhibitions I was involved in during my residency in the AFAT. The dot below
represents the Fundació Antoni Tàpies and
all the exhibitions it has been involved with in
recent years. The line marked Performing the
Museum, is the exhibition that connects the
author in time with the institution.

If all the exhibitions are classified with the same
structure, it means one important thing: the structure of the CSD is accurate and flexible enough to
classify all kinds of information of all exhibitions of
the FAT. It is standard because it does not need any
changes (an extreme alternative situation would be
that all the exhibitions need their own Classification
scheme, each different from the other) and specific
enough to provide clarity and make the system as
open as possible. In this sense, it must be a very good
scheme because it has remained unchanged overtime.
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It is very important to note that the variable of
time is not so important in the CSD. The first variable of selection, as explained before, is the same as
the sections of this article. Then, when the information of an exhibition is classified by these parameters,
the variable time remains as a secondary or tertiary
classifying parameter.

This analysis in terms of time is very difficult to
put into practice at the AFAT. It is very difficult to
know the initial variable ti and the final variable tf .
of all exhibitions. And this is because the variable
of time is not so important. It is important to first
split the documentation of the exhibition into the
different subsystems of the Classification scheme —
the same as the sections of this article—, and then
into divisions of time.

E02. Production of the Exhibition
I was in residence in the AFAT, every day from
10:00 to 20:00, from Monday 20 of July to Sunday 2
of August, 2015 (weekends included). The purpose
of the residency was to be able to see the dossiers
of the exhibitions I was interested in, and more importantly, to gain a thorough understanding of how
the AFAT works in terms of structure of information
and its relation to the concepts of semi-open and
semi-closed systems. After signing the document
shown in section 1.1, the AFAT permitted me to
begin my residency during the stated period and
view the dossiers of the exhibitions I was interested,
in this case:
• Marcel Broodthaers. Cinéma. [Exhibition]. 18
April — 29 June 1997.
Figure 6: Scheme for some of the classified exhibitions
in the FAT.

The scheme of figure 6 shows, as an example, six different exhibitions of the FAT,
{E1 , E2 , E3 , E4 , E5 , E6 }. Each of these exhibitions
has a period of creation —larger than the time of the
exhibition itself—. In exhibition E1 the beginning of
the creation time, is represented as t1i , and the end
of the creation time as t1f , where the sub-index i and
f are refer to the terms initial and final, respectively.
The other exhibitions follow the same procedure. As
shown in the scheme, the longest exhibition creation
time is seen in E6 , and the shortest exhibition creation time is seen in E5 . On one hand, it also shows
that the pair of exhibitions E1 —E4 and E3 —E4 do
not overlap in time, i.e., they are conceived, exhibited
and finished in completely different periods of time.
On the other hand, all the other pairs of exhibitions
overlap in terms of time.

• Tour-isms. Critical Itineraries. [Exhibition]. 15
May — 29 August 2004.
• Retrospective by Xavier Le Roy. [Exhibition].
24 February — 22 April 2012.
At the same time I was doing my residency in
the AFAT, I was also involved in the production of
several other exhibitions. More specifically, I was
involved or directly managing 20 exhibitions and/or
events. Figure 5 shows the Performing the Museum
scheme. The upper dot represents myself and the
lines around me represent the exhibitions I was involved with during my residency at the AFAT. The
dot below represents the Fundació Antoni Tàpies
and the lines around it represents all the exhibitions
with which it has been involved in recent years. The
marked line is the line related to Performing the
Museum, the exhibition that connects me in space
and time to the Fundació Antoni Tàpies during my
residency.
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Somehow, while I was inside the Archive, which information exchanged within that time —in relation
has a lot of documentation of exhibitions, I was to the 20 running events15 —.
generating more material for other exhibitions. If
the other institutions I was working with have their
own archives, I was simultaneously appearing in 20
archives. This concept of multiplicity is very important in the article and following sections.

E21. Authors14
Pep Vidal, in collaboration with Oriol Fontdevila,
Núria Solé and Linda Valdés. English correction by
Hannah Cowdrey.
Nail To Nail To Nail. The archive as perfect standard is a project by Pep Vidal produced in the frame
of Performing the Museum, a project co-funded by
the Creative Europe Programme of the European
Union. Antoni Tàpies Foundation, 2015.
Figure 7: Scheme for some of the exhibitions of Pep
Vidal during the residency.

The typology and timing of each event are very
unique. Some events took place at the very beginning
E22. Works
of the residency, some at the very end, and others
The main work presented in this paper and for the overlap only very slightly in relation to the project as
Performing the Museum project, as a result of the a whole. The information collected from each project
residency in the AFAT and as a result of conceptu- during the residency also varies. Some examples are:
alizing the classification method of AFAT in terms
• The photos of a former exhibition.
of systems, accuracy, open and closed systems and
the notion of standard, is an action. This action is a
• The photos of a former exhibition.
result as well of thinking in terms of privacy.
• Serious problems with the production of a
The AFAT allowed me to research all the docuproject.
ments of the three dossiers previously mentioned.
• Serious problems with the production of a
There is a lot of private information in these three
project.
dossiers alone: names, addresses, e-mail addresses,
owners of pieces, direction of collectors, problems
• Serious problems with the production of a
with the production of exhibitions, salaries of artists,
project.
loan terms, changes in exhibitions, and much more.
In this sense, the AFAT is a very semi-open system.
• A new proposal for a project.
During the residency I was contemplating what
would happen if I opened my own Archive as AFAT
has done. This is the main idea of the resulting
action for the Performing the Museum project and
the residency in the AFAT. The action consists of
opening my Archive in relation to the two weeks I
spent in residence and printing all the emails and

• A new proposal for a project.
The first question that came up during the residency and with the idea of opening my own archive
was concerning privacy. There are many names,
e-mail addresses, and other private information associated with the project. The problem was solved
15

14

Creative Commons license: cc-by-nc-sa.

As stated in previous sections, during the period of the
residency I was involved in 20 other projects.
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by sending an email explaining the project to all of of geometry relies on the Cantor-Dedekind axiom. It
the people involved during this period. If someone is needed for measuring grids. It is usually based on
has an issue with making the information public, a coordinate system (accuracy) and an origin (0,0).
a negotiation could take place to agree upon what
information could be included16 .
Accuracy of the coordinate system is directly related to the notion of standard explained in previous
The second and most interesting question that sections and completely related to the complexity
came up with the action is in terms of classification. and type of geometry of the system:
As explained in previous sections, the Classification
1. Simple geometry. A hemisphere, a cube, somescheme for the documentary holdings of the Fundació
thing very normalized.
Antoni Tàpies, the standard used for the classification of all the documentation of exhibitions, does
2. Complex geometry. Something that is not easy
not work directly with the notion of time (not as an
to parameterize.
important variable for splitting information), but all
the documentation shown for the action has been
3. Sub-resolution geometry. A geometry (simple or
concentrated in two weeks —so the notion of time
complex) that is smaller than the resolution of
in the action is important—.
the grid. What happens if something is smaller
than this? Then, this geometry is invisible to
Figure 7 shows the scheme for some of the exhibithe system. It is impossible to see it.
tions of Pep Vidal during the residency. As stated
before the total is twenty events, but for the sake of
clarity the figure shows only four. As figure 7 shows,
E24. Lectures and seminars
only the part of the residency is shown with the action, independent of the amount of time needed for
the conception, execution and other periods of the
exhibition. It therefore only shows a select part of all
E03. Communication of the Exhibition
these exhibitions. On one hand —different from the
AFAT— it is possible to have information of all the
Nowadays the internet has become the main source
exhibitions running at the same time. On the other
of
communication between humans17 . Inside the
hand —also different from the AFAT— the information of each exhibition is most likely incomplete. For room of the Archive of the Fundació Antoni Tàpies
these reasons, and only in this case, the option to there is a router allows public connections as part
classify the information using only a variable of time of the Barcelona Wi-Fi network. It provides free
internet access to all citizens, an online and mobile
was chosen (independently of the exhibition).
network which facilitates fast and convenient information searches and the social use of the internet,
keeping us up-to-date on society. This has been made
E23. Spaces and set-up
possible through the use of municipal centres and
The Cartesian coordinate system is frequently used public spaces as Wi-Fi zones. One of these hotspots
to manipulate equations for planes, straight lines, and is located in the AFAT. From a conceptual point
squares, often in two and sometimes in three dimen- of view, this hotspot has great significance for the
sions. Geometrically, one studies the Euclidean plane artist in residence because it is an open system (free
(two dimensions) and Euclidean space (three dimen- Wi-Fi) generated by a closed system (the room of
sions). Analytic geometry can be explained even the AFAT) and supports the idea that a semi-closed
more simply: it is concerned with defining and rep- system may communicate with open systems.
resenting geometrical shapes in a numerical way and
extracting numerical information from the shapes
numerical definitions and representations. The numerical output, however, might also be a vector or a
shape. The fact that the algebra of real numbers can
be used to yield results about the linear continuum
16

At the moment of printing this article, I have not received
any negative responses concerning the project.

17

Could also be between humans and other systems such as
robots.
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E43. Loan conditions18

E04. Touring of the Exhibition

• 20.000.000 BF

• 4.000.000 FB

• 10.000 DM

• 160.000 DM

• 50.000 DM

• 15.000 FB

• 20.000 DM

• 1.500.000 FF

• 10.000 DM
• USD 300.000
• 12.000.000 BF

E44. Circulation sheet

• 300.000 USD
• 12.000.000 BEF
• 100.000 fl

• 31.100 BEF
• 50.000 USD
• USD 170.000
• 50.000 FB
• 20.000 FB
• 60.000 FB

• 300.000 USD
• 2.000.000 BF

NASA’s Kepler space telescope found that KIC
8462852 dimmed oddly and dramatically several
times over the past few years. The dimming events
were far too substantial to be caused by a planet
crossing the star’s face, researchers say, and other
possible explanations, such as an enormous dust
cloud, don’t add up, either. The leading hypothesis
at the moment involves a swarm of comets that may
have been sent careening toward KIC 8462852, possibly after a gravitational jostle by a passing star. But
it’s also possible, astronomers say, that the signal
Kepler saw was caused by huge structures built by an
alien civilization say, a giant assortment of orbiting
solar panels.

• 2.200.000 FF

• 300.000 DM

• 1.500.000 FF

• 7.000.000 FB

• 15.000 BEF

• 5.000.000 FB

• 1.500.000 BEF

• 3.500.000 FB

• 2.500.000 BEF

E41. Installation guide
There are likely many valuable pieces of art inside
the completely closed system shown in figure 9.

Figure 9: Nail to Nail company, Bruxelles.
Figure 8: List of insurances for pieces and global packing
list for all of the items loaned to the ”Marcel
Broodthaers” exhibition for the Fundació Antoni Tàpies (bottom).

18

This section is empty, like some of the sections of a given
exhibition in the AFAT.
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E42. Condition report

Figure 12: The Elisabets sandwich.

Figure 13: A friend looking out at us from his own tractor.

Figure 10: Real coal tit (Periparus ater), top. Ceramic
barn owl (Tyto alba), bottom.

Figure 14: Who knows.

Figure 11: Strange, randomly fluffy coffee.
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E45. Description of conditions19
Pellentesque habitant morbi tristique senectus et
netus et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas. Donec
odio elit, dictum in, hendrerit sit amet, egestas sed,
leo. Praesent feugiat sapien aliquet odio. Integer vitae justo. Aliquam vestibulum fringilla lorem.
Sed neque lectus, consectetuer at, consectetuer sed,
eleifend ac, lectus. Nulla facilisi. Pellentesque eget
lectus. Proin eu metus. Sed porttitor. In hac
habitasse platea dictumst. Suspendisse eu lectus.
Ut mi mi, lacinia sit amet, placerat et, mollis vitae, dui. Sed ante tellus, tristique ut, iaculis eu,
malesuada ac, dui. Mauris nibh leo, facilisis non,
adipiscing quis, ultrices a, dui.
First This is the first item
Last This is the last item
Morbi luctus, wisi viverra faucibus pretium, nibh
est placerat odio, nec commodo wisi enim eget quam.
Quisque libero justo, consectetuer a, feugiat vitae,
porttitor eu, libero. Suspendisse sed mauris vitae
elit sollicitudin malesuada. Maecenas ultricies eros
sit amet ante. Ut venenatis velit. Maecenas sed mi
eget dui varius euismod. Phasellus aliquet volutpat
odio. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci
luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Pellentesque
sit amet pede ac sem eleifend consectetuer. Nullam
elementum, urna vel imperdiet sodales, elit ipsum
pharetra ligula, ac pretium ante justo a nulla. Curabitur tristique arcu eu metus. Vestibulum lectus.
Proin mauris. Proin eu nunc eu urna hendrerit faucibus. Aliquam auctor, pede consequat laoreet varius,
eros tellus scelerisque quam, pellentesque hendrerit
ipsum dolor sed augue. Nulla nec lacus.

19

As a conclusion.
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